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Rayleigh-Bénard convection 

● “granddaddy of canonical examples used to study pattern 
formation and behavior in spatially extended systems” [1]

● “a hallmark flow beloved by fluid dynamicists and 
mathematicians alike for its analytical tractability, yet rich 
behaviour” [2]

● Relevance for many geophysical and astrophysical flows 
[3]:

○ Convection in atmospheric boundary layer
○ Convection in Earth mantle

[1] A.C. Newell, T. Passot, and J. Lega, Order  parameter equations for patterns, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., 25: 399 - 453, 1993.
[2] https://blogs.egu.eu/divisions/as/2019/09/20/a-simple-model-of-convection-to-study-the-atmospheric-surface-layer/
[3] A. Pandey, J. Scheel, and J. Schumacher.  Turbulent superstructures in Rayleigh-Bénard convection. Nature Communications, 9:2118, 2018.

https://blogs.egu.eu/divisions/as/2019/09/20/a-simple-model-of-convection-to-study-the-atmospheric-surface-layer/


● Mass + momentum conservation, “incompressible”

● Boussinesq: density variations only important in gravity term
● Density varies only with temperature, not with pressure

Governing equations: mass + momentum



Governing equations: internal energy

● Temperature follows from internal energy equation:

Note:
● If density = constant, then mass + momentum decouple from internal energy 

equation. Our approach still applicable for that case.
● Three equations, three unknowns (u, p, T)

viscous dissipation



Kinetic, internal, total energy

● Kinetic energy: momentum x u

● Internal energy

● Total energy (kinetic + internal)



Kinetic, internal, total energy

● Common assumption: neglect  

● Total energy conservation is violated



Importance of    : non-dimensionalization

● Non-dimensionalize:

● With     included, we have 3 dimensionless quantities (instead of 2)

● For air at atmospheric conditions:



Importance of    : non-dimensionalization

● Convection in Earth mantle
● Rotating systems 
● Planets with strong gravity or large in size
● Wind farms?
● High-speed (typically: compressible) flows

● “dissipative energy should be included in numerical 
weather prediction models, particularly in models 
that resolve mesoscale structures in storms”  [1]

● Seems to be included in NCAR model [2]

[1] Businger et al., Viscous Dissipation of Turbulence Kinetic Energy in Storms, 2001
[2] Boville et al., Heating and Kinetic Energy Dissipation in the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model, 2003



● Independent of the choice of        , we get

● Different options for        :

Non-dimensionalization

New?



● Choice III gives consistent non-dim. of global 
internal and kinetic energy

Non-dimensional total energy

heat flux over 
cold and hot plate

potential energy 
flux

hot

cold



● Heat flux on hot and cold plate: Nusselt number

● From internal energy equation:

● Dissipation causes difference between heat flux on hot and cold plate

Quantity of interest

hot

cold



Viscous and thermal dissipation relations



Let’s discretize



● Finite volumes, staggered grid

● Implied kinetic energy equation:

(based on skew-symmetry convection; divergence-free velocity; div-grad relation)

Discretization of mass + momentum

Global dissipation. 
What is the local one?



● Internal energy equation requires approximation to     : 

● Recall kinetic energy:

● cannot be chosen independently, but is implied by momentum 
discretization. Consistency requirement:

Internal energy equation



● How? Choose a local kinetic energy (at the pressure point):

● Substitute momentum equations, e.g.

● Rewrite viscous terms with discrete version of

Energy-consistent discretization of 



● Our new expression for      :

where

● Resulting total energy equation:

Energy-consistent discretization of 

potential energy 
flux

heat flux over 
cold and hot plate



● Nusselt relations:

● Definition Nusselt number implied by discretization diffusion term

Discrete Nusselt number



Numerical tests



Results – steady state



● Viscous dissipation does not 
change the critical Rayleigh 
number, but leads to a 
difference between the Nusselt 
number of the upper and lower 
plate.

Results – steady state



● Exact exchange of kinetic + 
internal energy vs. potential 
energy

Results – Rayleigh-Taylor



Results – 3D Rayleigh-Bénard



Results – 3D Rayleigh-Bénard



Results – 3D Rayleigh-Bénard



Results – 3D Rayleigh-Bénard



● Energy-consistent discretization of viscous dissipation leads to total energy 
conservation

● Proposed new non-dimensionalization: consistency momentum & internal energy

● Derived local discrete kinetic energy eqn. on staggered grid -> discrete viscous 
dissipation term in internal energy eqn.

● Derived continuous & discrete Nusselt number relations that include dissipation

● Excellent starting point for development of sub-grid scale models

Conclusions
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